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CS401 FINAL TERM CURRENT SOLVED SUBJECTIVE 

 MY PAPER: 1 

TOTAL Questions: 52 

Subjective: 10 

OBJECTIVE: 42 

NOTE : Objective mcqz where mostly from past papers specially from MOAAZ 

bhaiya file. PREPARE both of the subjective and objective files of MOAAZ 

bhaiya to get  good marks. 

SOME MCQZ where new I think so I wrote them down 

Q:1 __________ pins of the processor is used to generate external interrupts 

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 

 

Q:2 Segment address of n is 

N+1 

Nx4+1 

Nx2+1 

Nx3+1 

 

Q: 3 Foreground & background parameter are held by _______________  

Options bhool gai ���� 

 

Q: 4  Int 10 video – “scroll up window ”   

OPTIONS bhol gai hu ���� but ye inhi lines men se aya tha koi. 
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Answer: 

 

 

Q: 4 IN multitasking environment, which is called schedular for saving & 

restoring  

Int 10 

Int 08  

Reference :- 

 

Int 01 

Int2 

Q:1 What is the purpose of “definate bit”? 

Q:2 What is multi threading? 

ANSWER:- 

The ability of an operating system to execute different parts of a program, 

called threads, simultaneously. The programmer must carefully design the 

program in such a way that all the threads can run at the same time without 

interfering with each other. 

Q-3 What is speed of multitasking?  

Answer:- (Page 143)  

When new threads are added, there is an obvious slowdown in the speed of 

multitasking. To improve that, We can change the timer interrupt frequency. 

The following can be used to set to an approximately 1ms  
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interval.   

mov ax, 1100  

out 0x40, al  

mov al, ah  

out 0x40, al  

This makes the threads look faster. However the only real change is that the 

timer interrupt is now coming more frequently 

Q:6  Write command to assemble a program? 

Q:7 Which register is used by INT 10 – VESA – Set VESA Video Mode to return 

value. 

ANSWER:- 

AL is used. 

AX = 4F02h  

BX = new video mode  

Return:   

AL = 4Fh if function supported    

AH = status  

Q: 8 Which bit tells that data segment is used as stack SP and what is range 

of descriptor in protected mode? 

ANSWER:- 

The combination of S (system) and X (executable) tells that the descriptors are 

a code or a data descriptor. B (big) bit tells that if this data segment is used as 

stack SP is used or ESP is used.  

RPL is the requested privilege level that ranges from 0-3 and informs what 

privilege level the program wants when using this descriptor. 
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Question no: 9 

Mov dx , msg  

Mov ah, 9 

Int 0x21 

WHAT will the above instructions did? 

ANSWER:- 

 

Q: 10  A code was given and we will have to call that assembly code using C. 

ONE MORE PAPER: 2 

Subjective Questions: 

1) Difference between 8086 processor architecture vs 386 
processor architecture  (Marks 3) 
 

 

2) Question about the Speed of Multi-tasking.  (Marks 3 or 5) 
 

REPEATED  
 

3) Draw the Format of the interrupt descriptor (solution on page 
# 182 on handout and page # 18 on moaz file). 

  

ANSWER:- 
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4) Write program that add tow values with single label. 

 

Q:  

IN context of disk media tell how many bytes following takes 

EXTENTION 

DATE 

TIME 

ANSWER:- 

 
 

Objective Questions / MCQs 

Most MCQs from DB-9 (serial port) topic and from past papers  

 

ONE MORE PAPER:3 

 

5 marks question 

1) What is the format of interrupt gate description? 

REPEATED  

 

2) What are the content at the starting positioning of the file 

designated as a device driver? 
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3)  Write the program in assembly that display Zero on the whole 

screen of DOS? 

4) Describe the debugger briefly using single step interrupt?3 marks 

 

 

 

In interrupt gate descriptor, what does S bit tell? 

The combination of S (system) and X (executable) tells that the descriptors are 

a code or a data descriptor. B (big) bit tells that if this data segment is used as 

stack SP is used or ESP is used.  
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What is the format of input buffer DOS?  

ANSWER:- 

 

Can we increase the speed of multitasking? If yes, than how. 

REPEATED  

 Cod tha pura  or error find krna tha .2 marks 

 

ONE MORE PAPER:4 

1) What is the purpose of faulty instructions? 

 

2) Diff between asynchronous and asynchronous transmissions? 

3) What is overall function performing by the given two 

instructions? 

Move cx, 0Xfff           

 Answer: (load maximum number in cx) 

 

Loop $         

  Answer:  (repeat ffff times)  

3) Define mnemonics and give example? 

ANSWER:- 
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ONE MORE PAPER: 5 

My Subjective paper of cs 401 spring 2012 

Question # 1 

Give an example of short jump used in addressing? 

 

Question # 2 

In context of multitasking, which interrupt work as scheduler? What 

is main purpose of this interrupt? 

ANSWER:- 

 

Question # 3 

Write the interrupt number which is used for BIOS disk service? 

ANSWER:- 

Int 13 is used.  
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Question # 4 

Name any two services provided by VESA VBE 2.0? 

ANSWer : 

 

 

Question # 5 

What is the syntax of the PUSH instruction with the help of 

example? 

 

Question # 6 

For what purpose Global table of descriptor (GTD) is used? 

ANSWER:- 
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Question # 7 

What are two different modes of video services of BIOS? Also 

differentiate b/w both of modes? 

ANSWER:- 

 

Question # 8 

In C and Pascal calling conventions, which registers are used as 

scratch when we call a function? 

ANSWER:- 
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Question # 9 

Consider the following pseudo code for it. 

If    (al>cl) AND (bl>al> 

{ 

  

      Dx=1 

} 

 

Question # 10 

Describe debugger briefly using single step interrupt? 

REPEATED 

Question # 11 

Write down instruction for data movement and arithmetic 

operations in Motorola 68K processor? 

 

Question # 12 

What are different register setting for memory allocation using INT 

21-service? 

<<<<<<<<Best of luck>>>>>>> 


